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Enhancement of magneto-optic effects via large atomic coherence in optically dense media
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We utilize the generation of large atomic coherence in optically dense media to enhance the resonant
nonlinear magneto-optic effect by several orders of magnitude, thereby eliminating power broadening and
improving the fundamental signal-to-noise ratio. A proof-of-principle experiment is carried out in a dense
vapor of Rb atoms. Applications such as optical magnetometry, the search for violations of parity and time-
reversal symmetry, and nonlinear optics at low light levels are feasible.

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Gy, 07.55.Ge
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Resonant magneto-optic effects, such as the nonlin
Faraday and Voigt effects@1,2#, are important tools in high-
precision laser spectroscopy. Applications to both fundam
tal and applied physics include the search for parity vio
tions @3–5# and optical magnetometry. In this paper, w
demonstrate that the large atomic coherence associated
electromagnetically induced transparency~EIT! @6,7# in op-
tically thick samples can be used to enhance nonlinear
aday signals by two orders of magnitude while improving
fundamental signal-to-noise ratio.

In particular, our results show that by increasing atom
density and light power simultaneously the magneto-op
signal can be enhanced substantially, and the fundame
noise~shot noise! can be greatly reduced. A nearly maxim
Zeeman coherence generated under these conditions
serves the transparency of the medium despite the fact
the system operates with a density-length product tha
many times greater than that appropriate for 1/e absorption
of a weak field. At the same time this medium is extraor
narily dispersive@8,9#, such that even very weak magnet
fields lead to a large magneto-optic rotation. This effect i
direct manifestation of enhancement of linear and nonlin
optical properties of a dense, coherently prepared med
In particular, the present result is of the same nature as th
resulting in slow group velocities@10,11# and large nonlinear
susceptibilities@6,12#. In this regime, the optical fields ar
coupled strongly to the atomic medium, and optical prop
ties of the medium cannot be described by usual perturba
expansion of nonlinear optics.

Our experimental results demonstrate the possibility
improvement over the conventional thin-medium–lo
intensity approach. This opens up interesting perspective
applications such as optical magnetometry or the search
violations of parity and time-reversal symmetry. Furthe
more, the present experiments demonstrate that sens
phase measurements with a high signal-to-noise ratio ca
carried out in dense coherent media using polarization sta
This makes applications of this technique feasible for n
regimes of nonlinear optics at a very low light levels@13#.

This work also establishes the relationship between ea
studies of nonlinear magneto-optics and recent studies
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EIT-related phenomena. The key physical effect~coherent
trapping of atomic population! is essentially the same in bot
cases, with the difference lying in the parameter domain
which the work is performed. Typical nonlinear magnet
optics measurements are done in the regime of weak fie
low coherence, and low optical density. This regime cor
sponds to the smallest width of the magneto-optic re
nances. Resonances are typically much broader in the E
like regime, when strong fields are involved. However, t
value of long-lived coherence in this case is quite lar
which allows operation in the optically dense regime, a
makes some new optical phenomena possible.

There exists a substantial body of work on nonline
magneto-optical techniques@1,2,5,14–18#, which have been
studied both in their own right and for applications. Su
techniques can achieve high sensitivity in systems w
ground-state Zeeman sublevels due to the narrow spe
scopic features associated with coherent population trap
@19#. The ultimate width of these resonances is determin
by the lifetime of ground-state Zeeman coherences, wh
can be made very long by a number of methods~buffer gases
and/or wall coating@5,18,20# in vapor cells, or atomic cool-
ing or trapping techniques!. These resonances are easily sa
rated, however, and power broadening deteriorates the r
lution even for very low light intensities. For this reaso
earlier observations of nonlinear magneto-optic features u
small light intensities and optically thin samples, which co
responds to a weak excitation of Zeeman coherences.
cently, remarkable experiments of Budkeret al. demon-
strated an excellent performance of the magneto-o
techniques in this regime: very narrow magnetic resonan
were observed in a cell with a special paraffin coating@5# ~an
effective Zeeman relaxation rate ofg0;2p31 Hz).

Typical measurements of the nonlinear Faraday effect
volve an ensemble of atoms with ground-state Zeeman s
levels interacting with a linearly polarized laser beam. In t
absence of a magnetic field, the two circularly polariz
components generate a coherent superposition of the gro
state Zeeman sublevels corresponding to a dark state
weak magnetic fieldB applied to such an atomic ensemb
©2000 The American Physical Society10-1
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causes a splitting of the sublevels and induces phase s
f6 which are different for right~RCP! and left~LCP! circu-
larly polarized light.

In our experiment, shown schematically in Fig. 1, an e
ternal cavity diode laser~ECDL! was tuned to the 795-nm
F52→F851 transition of the87 RbD1 absorption line. The
laser beam was collimated with a diameter of 1 cm, a
propagated through a 4-cm-long magnetically shielded va
cell placed between two crossed polarizers. The cell w
filled with natural Rb and a Ne buffer gas at a pressure o
Torr. The laser power was 2 mW at the cell entrance. T
cell was heated to produce atomic densities of Rb n
1012 cm23. A longitudinal magnetic field was created by
solenoid placed inside the magnetic shields, and modul
at a rate of about 10 Hz. The ground-state relaxation rate
measured by decreasing sufficiently the laser power and
density until the absorption was low. The measured value
g0
'2p3400 Hz~full width at half maximum! is attributed to
time-of-flight broadening as well as to a residual inhomo
neous magnetic field. The magnetic field of the solenoid w
calibrated with a commercial flux-gate magnetometer.

Figure 2 shows the result of direct measurement of
laser intensity at the photodetector after transmission thro
the system of two crossed polarizers (u545 °), and a vapor
cell as depicted by Fig. 1. We emphasize that no lock
detection has been used for the data shown in Fig. 2, whe

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. The laser be
passes through polarizer~P!, Rb cell, and analyzer~A!, and is de-
tected by the photodiode~PD!.

FIG. 2. Experimentally measured transmission through the
tem of Fig. 1, where the polarizer axes are 45° apart. The ver
scale is normalized such that unity corresponds to the transmis
of the laser beam in the absence of the atomic cell and the pol
ers. Thus, zero magnetic field at low density gives a transmissio
50%. The curves, from top to bottom, correspond to an increa
atomic density N of 1.131010, 3.531010, 1.131011, and
2.531011 cm23.
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in typical nonlinear Faraday measurements sophisticated
tection techniques are usually required. We note t
magneto-optical rotation angles increase with optical den
as does the slope]f/]B ~Fig. 2!. The latter increase is the
essence of the method being described. Under the pre
conditions, rotation angles up to 0.7 rad have been obse
~curvesc andd) with a good signal-to-noise ratio. For ver
high densities the absorption becomes large even for h
input laser intensity, and the amplitude of the magneto-op
signal does not grow with density any further.

From our measurements of the rotation angles, for
conditions outlined above we obtain

]f/]B'103 rad/G. ~1!

To put this result into perspective, we can estimate the s
noise-limited sensitivity of this medium. The fundamen
photon-counting error accumulated over a measurement
tm scales inversely with the output intensity. That is, for
laser frequencyn @5#,

Dferr.
1

2
A\n/@P~L !tm#, ~2!

whereP(L) is the power transmitted through the cell. Com
bining this with our measured rotation angles implies a sh
noise-limited sensitivityBmin5Dferr /(]f/]B) surpassing
10211 G/AHz. Although this is greater than the best o
served value@4# and comparable to that in Ref.@5# it is
important to note that this sensitivity is achieved in o
present experiment despite nearly three orders of magni
difference in the ‘‘natural’’ width of the Zeeman coheren
g0. This demonstrates the very significant potential of t
present technique, given that we can decreaseg0 to the
present state of the art.

We now turn to a theoretical consideration of this resu
As a simple model, let us consider the interaction of a de
ensemble of atoms with ground-state angular momentumF
51 and an excited stateF50, as shown in Fig. 3.~Although
the calculation presented in Fig. 4 represents a simulatio
realistic rubidium hyperfine structure, this simple mod
with well-chosen parameters, represents the qualitative p
ics quite well.! We consider a strong laser tuned to exa
resonance with the atomic transition and disregard inhom
geneous broadening. The intensities and phases of the
and LCP components vary according to

m

s-
al
on
iz-
of
g

FIG. 3. A simplified, four-state model for observation of th

nonlinear Faraday effect.V is the Rabi frequency ofŝ6 compo-

nents of anx̂-polarized laser field. The magnetic fieldB shifts m
561 levels by6d.
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1

P

dP

dz
5kg

@2uVu2g01g~4d21g0
2!#Dr

~2uVu21gg022d2!21d2~2g1g0!2
, ~3!

df6

dz
56

kgd

2

@4uVu224d22g0
2#Dr

~2uVu21gg022d2!21d2~2g1g0!2
,

~4!

whereV5`uE6u/\ are the~equal! Rabi frequencies of the
field components (P}uVu2), g0 andg are the relaxation rate
of Zeeman and optical coherences, respectively,d
5gmBB/\ is the Zeeman level shift caused by a magne
field B (g is a Lande´ factor!, and k
53/(4p)Nl2(ga→b /g) is the weak-field absorption coeffi
cient ~inverse absorption length!, wherega→b is the natural
width of the resonance. The population difference betw
the ground-state Zeeman sublevels and the upper state isDr.
This quantity is affected by optical pumping into the deco
pled states (b0 in Fig. 3!, and depends upon cross-relaxati
rates and applied magnetic field. For a weak magnetic fi
Dr'1/3.

One recognizes from Eq.~4! that in the case of optically
thin media (kL<1 where L is the cell length! the phase
shifts f6 can be approximated by dispersive Lorentzi
functions of d, with amplitude fmax5kLV2/(2V2

1gg0)Dr and widthd05g0/21V2/g. The former is typi-
cally rather small~on the order of mrad in the experiments
Refs. @1,2,5,15–18#!, while the latter saturates whenuVu2
exceeds the productgg0/2, which corresponds to the usu
power broadening of the magneto-optic resonance@5,16#.

It is important to emphasize here that a principal diffe
ence between regimes involving low and high driving pow
lies in the choice of the density-length product and the
gree of Zeeman coherence excited by the optical field:

rb2b1
5

2uVu2Dr

2uVu21gg022d21 id~2g1g0!
. ~5!

Large coherence corresponds to a large population differe
between symmetric~i.e., ‘‘bright’’ ! and antisymmetric~i.e.,
‘‘dark’’ ! superpositions of Zeeman sublevels. In the lo
power regime this difference is small corresponding to
small coherence. In a regime where the width of the re

FIG. 4. Results of numerical simulations with parameters co
sponding to Fig. 2.
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nance is determined by saturation, a very large~nearly maxi-
mal! Zeeman coherence is generated, as per Eq.~5!. This is a
signature of the so-called ‘‘strong coupling’’ regime of line
and nonlinear optics, in which susceptibilities cannot be
rived from usual perturbation theory. At such large values
Zeeman coherence the magneto-optic signal is maximize
a large density-length product is chosen. In the case o
strong optical field (uVu2@g0g) and weak magnetic fields
udu,uVu2/g,Ag0 /guVu, integration of Eqs.~3! and ~4!
yields, for the transmitted power and the rotation anglef
5(f12f2)/2,

P~L !5~12a0L !P~0!, ~6!

f~L !52~d/2g0!ln@12a0L#, ~7!

wherea05Drkgg0 /2uV0u2, andV0 corresponds to the in
put field.

Note that in the case of a strong input field and an op
cally thin medium we havea0L!1. However Eq.~7! shows
that maximal rotation is achieved with a large density-len
producta0L. Clearlya0L cannot be too close to unity, sinc
then no light would be transmitted. Using Eq.~2!, one finds
the optimum value (a0L)opt512e22, corresponding to a
density-length product

DrkLuopt5~a0L !optuV0u2/gg0@1. ~8!

In this case the total accumulated rotation angle is qu
large, and the slope of its dependence uponB is maximal,

]fopt /]B5gmB /~\g0!, ~9!

which is in good agreement with our measured value. T
significance of this result can be understood by noting tha
a shot-noise-limited measurement, the minimum detecta
rotationferr given in Eq.~2! is inversely proportional to the
square root of the laser power.

To make a more realistic comparison of theory and
periment, we have carried out detailed calculations in wh
coupled density-matrix and Maxwell equations, includi
propagation through the medium and Doppler broaden
have been solved numerically for the two components of
optical field. The calculation takes into account a 16-st
atomic system with energy levels and coupling coefficie
corresponding to those of the RbD1 line. The results of these
calculations are shown in Fig. 4, and are in excellent agr
ment with the experimental results. In particular, we no
that our calculations predict the line shapes, the maxim
rotation angle~which is apparently limited by the optica
pumping into theF51 S1/2 hyperfine manifold!, and the
slope of the resonance curve.

It is important to comment at this point on possible lim
tations for the extension of the present technique into
domain of narrow resonances. For instance, in the case
long-lived ground-state coherence, spin-exchange collisi
can become a limiting factor for the Zeeman relaxation ra
In the case of Rb, these are a few tens of Hz at dens
corresponding to the present operating conditions. We n
however, that it is possible to operate at lower densities

-
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increasing the optical path length~e.g., by utilizing an optical
cavity!. Likewise, the role of the light shifts due to off
resonant coupling to, e.g.,F51 S1/2 and F52 P1/2 hyper-
fine manifolds needs to be clarified.

For these reasons, we believe that the present approa
likely to improve the sensitivity of nonlinear magneto-optic
measurements substantially. Therefore, we anticipate
this method will be of interest for sensitive optical magn
tometry as well as for setting new, lower bounds to test
the violation of parity and time-reversal invariance@3,5#.
Furthermore, as demonstrated here, the present techniqu
be used to carry out sensitive measurements of phase s
in dense coherent media with a very high signal-to-no
ratio. ~i.e., with substantially reduced technical noise con
.
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butions!. For this reason interesting applications in nonline
optics and nonlinear interferometry at low light levels@13#
involving polarization states are very likely.

Note added.Recently, the relationship between electr
magnetically induced transparency and nonlinear magn
optics ina thin mediumwas extensively discussed by Budk
et al. @11#
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